A FLUID CONDITIONING SYSTEM FOR SEAMLESS OPERATIONS

QF5i | Cold Start Protection
- Inside-Out Flow Filter
  - Provides an efficient means to remove both ferromagnetic and non-ferromagnetic parts from your fluid
  - Optional 40.00" long magnetic rod for improved contamination control in cold start conditions
  - Coreless element with inside-out flow for Eco-friendly easy disposal

FCU 1315 | FluidControl Unit w/ FluMoS Mobile Monitoring App
- Rugged design for easy fluid sampling of diesel fuels and mineral oils for contamination levels in bulk storage, transfer and dispensing
- The measurements are recorded and easily recovered using supplied USB memory stick or wireless, in conjunction with NEW FluMoS mobile App

TDS-E | Dehydration Station®
- New Flow Rate options available for ideal treatments of a wide array of reservoir and tote sizes
- Simple Controls - maintenance, operation and troubleshooting instructions are available in the HMI Touch Screen
- Patented mass air transfer technology uses ambient air to optimize and control the removing of water from oil

TNK | Complete Tank Solutions
- Complete with all accessories installed, saving customers valuable assembly time
- Tanks are certified clean, eliminating time-consuming flushing processes
- Available in three (3) different sizes (12 gal., 18 gal., 25 gal.)
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